Abstract-Chip designers place on-chip thermal sensors to measure local temperatures, thus preventing thermal runaway situations in many-core processing architectures. However, the quality of the thermal reconstruction is directly dependent on the number of placed sensors, which should be minimized, while guaranteeing full detection of all the worst case temperature gradient. In this paper, we present an entire framework for the thermal management of complex many-core architectures, such that we can precisely recover the thermal distribution from a minimal number of sensors. The proposed sensor placement algorithm is guaranteed to reduce the impact of noisy measurements on the reconstructed thermal distribution. We achieve significant improvements compared to the state of the art, in terms of both computational complexity and reconstruction precision. For example, if we consider a 64 cores systems-on-chip with 64 noisy sensors (s 2 ¼ 4), we achieve an average reconstruction error of 1:5 C, that is less than half of what previous state-of-the-art methods achieve. We also study the practical limits of the proposed method and show that we do not need realistic workloads to learn the model and efficiently place the sensors. In fact, we show that the reconstruction error is not significantly increased if we randomly generate the power-traces of the components or if we have just a part of the correct workload.
INTRODUCTION
T ECHNOLOGICAL advancements of the lithographic process steadily increase the amount of components that can be placed on a single die. If we assume that the power consumed by these components does not decreases significantly with the technological progress [1] , we have an increase of the power density, and subsequently, of the produced heat.
Many-core system-on-chip (SoC) have their performance limited by such increased heat density. More precisely, unfavorable thermal patterns increase the overall failure rate of the system [2] , reduce performance [3] , significantly increase leakage power consumption and cooling costs [2] , [4] .
In the past, passive thermal management schemes were used to limit the problems induced by thermal phenomena. For example, designers would organize the floorplan by placing the highest power density components closer to the heat sink [5] . However, in recent architectures such components are not easily identifiable since they depend on the workload execution patterns and, unfortunately, these patterns are not fully known at design time. Furthermore, these issues are amplified in many-core designs, where thermal hot-spots are generated without a clear spatio-temporal pattern due to the dynamic task set execution nature, based on external service requests, as well as the dynamic assignment to cores by the many-core OS [4] , [6] . An example of these architecture and their critical thermal behavior is shown in Fig. 1 , where you can observe the layout of a 64-cores architecture designed by STM [7] , [8] and an example of its thermal distribution at run-time. Note how the cores are not anymore regularly organized and how they tend to spread non-uniformly. Such irregularity is forced by the complex constraints imposed during the floorplanning optimization and generates irregular thermal distributions with possibly many unpredictable hot-spots.
Thermal sensors have been already included into SoC designs [7] , however their position have only been manually tuned because the knowledge of the temperature in a couple of locations was, until now, sufficient. Nowadays, it has become necessary to precisely measure the temperature distribution of the entire die and optimize the workload of the different components to maximize the performance while avoiding hotspots or large gradients of temperature.
At the same time, each temperature sensor has a significant impact in terms of occupied area and consumed power, therefore we would like to place as few sensors as possible. It is not yet clear how to optimize their placement to maximize the collected information about the thermal distribution. In fact, such aspects are quite complex and recently received significant attention [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
In this paper, we consider the following two subproblems as core to design an efficient thermal monitoring system: Thermal distribution reconstruction. Given the temperature measured with L sensors at known locations, how do we precisely estimate the temperature distribution of the whole die? Sensor placement optimization. Given a fixed amount of sensors, where do we place them so that we maximize the precision of the reconstructed thermal distributions? Then, we propose to base the solutions of the aforementioned two sub-problems on the use of a linear low-dimensional subspace to represent the thermal distributions. Such models are interesting because they are sufficiently precise while being extremely simple, thus requiring limited computational resources.
Linear models have been already considered in the past for thermal monitoring applications [9] , [14] , but many questions have been raised regarding their practical feasibility.
First, such models must be optimized and they require a set of thermal distributions representing the operations of the SoC under all the possible workloads. It is clear that such data is hard to gather at the design phase; that is when we would like to optimize the sensors locations. More precisely, we need to know three main inputs to simulate the thermal distributions: the floorplan, the workload of the SoC, and the power traces of the components under such workload. In this paper, we show that it is not necessary to have an exact description of the typical workload at design-time to reconstruct precisely the thermal distribution at run-time. In fact, we show that it is possible to optimize the model and place the sensors using a randomly generated workload without having significant losses in terms of reconstruction error.
Second, the performance of linear models depends strongly on the locations of the sensors. In fact, the noise corrupting the collected measurements can be dramatically amplified if the sensors are misplaced. We propose to optimize the sensor placement using FrameSense, a greedy algorithm based on a theoretical framework that we recently proposed [16] . Under some mild assumptions regarding the linear model, we can guarantee that the proposed algorithm is near-optimal in terms of reconstruction error and increases the noise stability of the framework. Moreover, such theoretical framework has already shown appealing performance in other domains, such as adaptive sensor scheduling [17] .
The proposed framework improves significantly the monitoring performance over the state of the art. For example, consider the 64-cores architecture shown in Fig. 1a and typical scenario of one temperature sensor per core corrupted by a noise with variance s 2 ¼ 4, we can improve the reconstruction error from % 3 C to less than 1:4 C. Even if we increase the amount of temperature sensors by 50 percent, that is from 64 to 96, the previous methods [11] , [15] can only reach an average reconstruction error of % 2:4 C, while our method can go down to almost 1 C.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe previous approaches and state-of-theart methods for the recovery of the thermal distribution of SoC designs. We state and provide a solution to the problem of thermal reconstruction and the relative sensor placement in Section 3.1. We conclude with a thorough z comparative analysis of the performance of the proposed methods in Section 4 by means of extensive numerical simulations.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The thermal distribution of a SoC can be estimated using three different strategies:
Solution of the direct problem, given the heat sources and the physical model of the temperature diffusion process. Solution of an optimization problem, given the value of the temperature in some locations and some a-priori model for the thermal distributions. Empirical approaches, where the thermal distribution is estimated by means of external devices, such as infrared cameras. The first approach requires the knowledge of the heat sources, that can be ascribed to the knowledge of the detailed power consumption of the different components. Often, performance counters [18] , [19] are used to estimate the power traces at run-time. However, the estimation of the thermal distributions from the power traces is a computationally expensive task, requiring the complex thermal models characterizing the thermal dissipation of the SoC. Recently, [20] proposed to reduce the complexity of these methods by using directly the performance counter to estimate the temperature, without the intermediate step represented by the power traces.
On the other hand, the optimization problems are generally ill-posed. In fact, it is impossible to solve the inverse problem from few, spatially localized, noisy measurements without some a-priori constraints on the thermal map, such as limited bandwidth [9] . The performance is significantly impacted by the small number of available sensors and the structure we consider for the thermal map, i.e. the a-priori information. Nowroz et al. [11] proposed a low-pass approximation strategy to reduce the number of sensors that are placed using an energy-based algorithm. This sensor allocation algorithm has been improved by Reda et al. [12] using a heuristic iterative approach to approximate an NPhard problem. The authors in [21] proposed a grid-based uniform sensor placement followed by interpolation to approximate the temperature. These works estimated entire thermal maps, but the precision of the estimates is limited by the sub-optimality of the chosen models for the thermal distribution. Other works have notable performance but are not focused on the estimation of the entire thermal map. Namely, the approach in [22] employs the correlation in power distribution to estimate the expected value of temperature at different locations of the chip using a dynamically tuned Kalman filter. The problem of noisy measurements has also been already considered; for example, a method based on the correlation between the different sensor has been presented in [23] .
Recently, different researchers studied the estimation of the entire thermal map based on the temperature correlation between different locations [14] , [15] . First, we have proposed in [14] an approach where we approximate the data with a low dimensional linear model based on such correlations. Such method brought an intuitive interpretation of the sensor placement problem together with appealing performance. However, we have showed in [16] that the sensor placement algorithms can be further improved. Contemporaneously, Zhou et al. proposed a reconstruction algorithm and an optimization of the sensor placement based on information theory [15] . Their reconstruction algorithm is substantially equivalent to the one proposed in [14] , without the low-dimensional approximation. Such difference, as we will see in the numerical experiments, has a significant impact on the stability w.r.t. the noise affecting the measurements.
The methods based on external cameras [12] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] are generally considered to be the most precise ones. However, the increased precision comes at the cost of practical considerations. In fact, such methods cannot be used for run-time operations and are generally studied for two different purposes: the calibration of the on-chip temperature sensors [27] or the study of the thermal behavior of prototypes at design phase [12] , [24] , [25] , [26] .
We underline the existence of hybrid methods, mixing techniques taken by the different methods. For example, the authors of [13] , [22] propose to use the information coming from the thermal sensors together with the performance counters to estimate the thermal distribution. This approach reduces the computational complexity of the methods solely based on performance counters and mitigates the effects of the noise corrupting the thermal sensors. The fusion and the integration of the two data sources to obtain the thermal distributions is usually accomplished by a Kalman filter. Such implementations have shown the ability to track precisely the temperature profile at the cost of the computational complexity, which is significantly higher than standard approaches.
A NEAR-OPTIMAL THERMAL MONITORING FRAMEWORK
In this paper, we propose a framework for the problem of thermal monitoring of a many-core SoC. We assume to know the floorplan of the SoC and the time-varying power consumption of the components when handling some expected workload. The proposed framework is divided in two parts: design-time and run-time algorithms. We give a visual description of the framework in Fig. 2 . At designtime, we have three main phases: Thermal simulation, where we generate a set F of thermal distributions representing the thermal behavior of the considered SoC.
Model learning, where we learn the structure of the thermal distribution from the given set F . We call the model C C and it has a fundamental role both for the reconstruction of thermal distribution and the optimization of the sensor placement. Sensor placement optimization, where we choose the optimal sensor positions L according to the model C C. The thermal simulation part is not covered in this paper, since it is possible to choose different algorithms and methods depending on the SoC architecture. In our case, we use 3D-ICE [28] , a flexible fast compact transient thermal model for the thermal simulations of SoCs. This thermal simulator consider both the dynamic and static power consumptions. The static power is modeled in the system as a additive percentage of the dynamic power, that is mostly consumed in those units that are not active.
At run-time, the system is extremely simple: we collect the measurements from the sensors and, knowing the linear model and the sensors positions, we estimate the thermal distribution using an optimal least square estimator. Note that we propose the algorithm for the reconstruction but we do not study the details of its implementation, that should be adjusted according to each specific architecture.
In what follows, we describe each part of the framework in terms of mathematical abstraction and algorithmic solutions.
Sensing and Recovery of Thermal Distributions
We start the description of the proposed framework from the run-time phase. More precisely, we mathematically state the concept of temperature sensing and the recovery of the thermal distribution using the sensed data.
Consider a given SoC die and its thermal distribution fðx xÞ at a given time, where x x indicates the multi-dimensional spatial location. While fðx xÞ is a continuous spatial function, we consider it to be discretized and vectorized as a vector f f 2 R N , where N represents the desired resolution. Note that the vectorization of the thermal distribution does not induce any loss of information.
We denote the set indicating the L < N sensor positions as L and we define the measured temperatures as f f L 2 R L . Note that the subscript L indicates that we kept only the elements of f f indexed by the elements of L.
The problem of recovering a complex information, such as the thermal distribution f f, from a limited number of measurements f f L , must rely on some hidden structure available in the thermal distribution. In fact, without a structure we would face an undetermined problem and it would be impossible to uniquely recover the data f f from the measurements f f L .
While there exists many strategies to model data structures, the thermal monitoring scenario constraints the choice to models allowing a fast, efficient and reliable reconstruction. In this work, we consider a linear subspace model, such as the one in [14] . More precisely, given a K-dimensional linear model defined by a matrix C C 2 R NÂK , we model the temperature distributions as,
where a a 2 R K is the K-dimensional parametrization of C C. In other words, if the model C C is sufficiently precise for the thermal distributions, then a a is a compact representation of f f. Namely, knowing a a is equivalent to know the temperature distribution f f.
When we consider a set of measurements f f L we obtain the following pruned linear system,
where
where b f f is the estimated thermal distribution, v v represents the noise in the measurements and C C L þ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, defined for a generic matrix A A as
where A A Ã is the conjugate-transpose of A A. Note that we are using a least-square estimator that minimizes the large deviations, such as hot-spots.
Algorithm 1. Thermal Distribution Estimator
The pseudo code of the thermal distribution estimator is given in Algorithm 1, where we note the extreme simplicity of the operations.
Such an estimator is optimal if the noise v v satisfies certain statistical conditions, such as being i.i.d. Gaussian. The performance of such an estimator depends mostly on two aspects: the quality of the linear model and the optimization of the sensor locations L.
More precisely, the following two questions must be answered to validate and strengthen the proposed framework:
How can we design a reliable and precise model C C? How do we choose the optimal sensor placement L? In what follows, we discuss and answer these two questions.
Training the Linear Model for Thermal Distributions
Assume that we are given a representative set of M possible thermal maps F ¼ ff f i g M i¼1 and we would like to find a model C C that can precisely represent such a dataset with K-dimensional parameter a a. In theory, the set F should represent all the possible thermal distributions that the SoC could produce during operations. While this assumption is necessary in theory, we will show in the numerical experiments that we can relax it significantly.
Given the model C C 2 R NÂK and a thermal distribution f f,
we obtain the approximated thermal distribution e f by the following projection onto the model,
Then, we evaluate the quality of the model by measuring the the approximation error , that is defined as
where the subscript F indicates that the expectation is taken over all the training set F .
In what follows, we propose to learn the model C C from the principal component analysis (PCA) of the temperature distributions. Note that we considered also other models, such as the one based on non-negative matrix factorization, but their performance were not sufficiently interesting to be included in this paper.
Principal Component Analysis
Given F , the PCA generates the model C C formed by a set of K orthonormal vectors, known as principal components. The PCA is defined so that the first principal component corresponds to the direction of the largest variance (i.e. representing as much of the variability in the data as possible), and each successive component has the highest variance in the subspace orthogonal to one spanned by the preceding components. Therefore, the PCA finds an orthonormal basis that spans the K dimensional subspace containing the largest amount of information on F (in the MSE sense). In other words, the PCA generates the optimal K-dimensional subspace that minimizes the approximation error of the given training set F .
The solution of the PCA can be analytically computed as the K eigenvectors corresponding to the K largest eigenvalues of the correlation matrix S f f ¼ E½f ff f Ã . Consequently, most of the technical difficulties of PCA relate to the estimation of S f f , in particular when the data is incomplete or noisy. PCA has been already proposed to model thermal distributions and showed promising results [14] . In fact, if the thermal distributions of F are well approximated by a K dimensional subspace, then the PCA generates the optimal model C C.
In certain scenarios, characterized by a limited amount of available resources, we may prefer other methods. For example, certain architectures cannot afford the memory load to store the matrix C C. Prior works [11] , [9] proposed to use models based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT). Such models have a clear advantage in terms of memory used, since they do not require to store C C in the system. Unfortunately, the DCT based models do not outperform the PCA model as we do not design entirely C C. Moreover, it is not possible to exploit all the traditional computational advantages of DCT transforms. In fact, while we can compute efficiently the DCT transform, once we select some rows to represent the sensors measurements we destroy the structure of the DCT transform and loose any computational advantage.
A comparison of the reconstruction performance between PCA and DCT is proposed in Section 4 and it shows that PCA is always the best choice unless there exist stringent limits on the memory available for runtime operations. Therefore, we assume to use the PCA for the linear model training and we show its pseudo-code in Algorithm 2. 
Optimization of the Sensor Placement
As explained in Section 3.3, the reconstruction of thermal distributions relates to precisely estimating b f f from possibly noisy measurements f f L .
In a typical scenario, we are given a number of sensors L and a set P of P possible locations, that is a subset of the area of the SoC. Moreover, assume that either we have or can find an optimized linear model C C for the thermal distributions F , as described in Section 3.2. Then, we would like to find the sensor placement L that minimizes the reconstruction error of the thermal distributions,
The reconstruction error depends mostly on the eigenvalues i of the matrix C C Ã L C C L , see Appendix 1 for a formal proof. If the model C C is sufficiently precise, the reconstruction error can be approximated as
Then, the sensor placement problem can be stated as follows.
Problem 1 (Sensor placement problem). Given a linear model
. Namely, we aim at solving the following optimization problem,
where i are the eigenvalues of the operator C C A Ã C C A .
Problem 1 can be recast as an instance of a classic combinatorial problem, the subset selection, that has been proven to be NP-hard [29] . Therefore, unless P ¼ NP, there exists no algorithm that finds the optimal solution to all the instances of Problem 1 in polynomial time with respect to the size of the input. In fact, the only way to find the optimal solution is to test all the P L À Á possible placements, an unfeasible approach for most of the scenarios.
Significant research efforts have been directed towards the design of an efficient algorithm with polynomial complexity that can find a sensor placement minimizing the reconstruction error. Note that such problem is common to many disciplines, thermal management of SoCs just being one of them. Such algorithms can be usually divided in three categories: greedy algorithms, heuristics-based algorithms, and convex relaxations. The reader can find a detailed review of sensor placement algorithms for generic linear inverse problems in [16] . For the specific case of thermal management, early efforts focused on the localization of hotspots, which are localized peaks of temperature. However, such techniques are bound to fail as technology progresses, since the number and the unpredictability of hotspots are increasing. Recently, researchers refocused their efforts on studying methods to estimate the entire thermal distribution from the few collected measurements. Such methods are similar in terms of scope and approach to the ones designed for generic linear problems [16] .
In this work, we propose to use FrameSense, a greedy sensor placement algorithm based on the theoretical results we described in [16] . Such an algorithm has significant advantages over the state of the art: it has theoretical guarantees and among the lowest computational complexities. The pseudo code of FrameSense is given in Algorithm 3. Note that, it is the only algorithm in the literature that has guaranteed performances in terms of MSE. 
The Experimental Setup
We test the proposed models with a real high-end manycore architecture designed for signal processing and dataintensive embedded applications that has been already taped out. This architecture hosts 64 cores designed for multiple program multiple data parallel computing. The cores are grouped in four clusters with independent power and clock domains and connected with a fully asynchronous network-on-chip, see Fig. 1a . The chip is implemented with STM 28 nm CMOS technology [30] and has a power density of 55 W=cm 2 . The power traces of the SoC components are generated by running benchmarks on an instruction-level architectural simulator equipped with an accurate and detailed power model. Such power traces are generated with a time resolution of 1 ms and are successively used to generate a set of thermal distribution representing the temperature of the SoC at run-time. As a thermal simulator, we chose 3D-ICE [28] [7] , [8] .
To insure that the thermal distributions match correctly the layout of the many-core architecture, the floorplan that maps the power consumption of the hardware units (cores, memories, interconnects, etc.) to the surface of the silicon die has been extracted by processing the post synthesis layout.
Moreover, to compute precise and realistic temperatures, we initially implemented a model of the chip on a commercial computational fluid dynamics program, named ANSYS CFX [31] . The purpose of this setup is to extract the correct values for the boundary conditions of the heat dissipation in a steady state worst case simulation. Once the heat transfer coefficients are obtained, the silicon die is modeled in 3D-ICE to perform the transient thermal simulations. Note that the thermal properties of materials as well as geometries of the package are taken from [32] . In this paper, we did not consider intra and inter-die variations due to process variations [33] , [34] . Nonetheless, it is possible to extend our results in this direction given the existence of an accurate model [34] .
While we analyzed thermal distributions originated by several workloads, in this paper we discuss the results for three fundamental ones. Such workloads are designed to represent exhaustively the thermal scenarios that can be expected by such a 64-cores SoC. We did not consider the standard SPEC benchmarks for two reasons: the considered architecture is not able to execute it entirely, it is more interesting to use workloads representing different phases, such as parallel or sequential computation, to study the thermal behavior of a manycore architecture. The characteristics of the three datasets are summarized in Table 1 and described more in details in what follows.
The first benchmark is a parallel 64 Â 64 matrix-matrix multiplication that distributes the load evenly among the 64 available processing units. The multiplication is repeated to generate a load of 75 ms during which a uniform and constant heat flux is produced as in the typical scenario of an extremely parallel application.
The second benchmark is a two-phases sorting algorithm run on a vector storing 16K float values. In the first phase, individual cores are activated in sequence to sort their corresponding sixteenth part of the input using the insertion sort algorithm. Then, in the second phase, the cores run in parallel to merge the ordered sub-vectors to get the final output, as in the merge sort algorithm. The number of active cores in this latter phase is halved at every iteration. The whole application is repeated on different input vectors to generate a trace of 150 ms reproducing the scenario of a parallel application with data dependencies.
The third dataset is generated by means of Poisson processes ( ¼ 60, T max ¼ 6) bounded by the idle and maximum power consumptions of cores, memories and other hardware modules in the chip. Such a workload, while being synthetic and randomly generated, has a significant role since we show the possibility to use it to train the model and optimize the sensor placement successfully for the real data.
The obtained thermal distributions are further processed for Matlab. Given the symmetry of the architecture, all the numerical simulations consider each cluster of 16 cores independently. Note that such strategy does not imply any loss of detail or precision.
Performance Comparison between the Different Approximation Models
In this section, we compare the performance of the linear model based on PCA proposed in Section 3.2 against the model based on the DCT transform on the three dataset representing the different workloads described in Section 4.1. For the DCT model, we considered an optimized version of the model proposed in [11] , where the components of the model are chosen by assuming a generic low-pass profile without studying the distribution of the specific architecture. More precisely, we select the components of the DCT transform showing the average largest coefficients over the thermal distributions belonging to the chosen training set. For each dataset, we measure the approximation error given by each model for an increasing number of parameters, K ¼ f4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 14; 16g. The results are given in Fig. 3 . We note two main facts:
The performance achieved by the PCA is significantly better (! 10 dB) than the one of the DCT model. This is expected since the PCA generates an optimized model, while the DCT-based model simply selects K columns out of a given set. The performance gap between PCA and DCT increases with K, meaning that PCA better exploits the increase of degrees of freedom.
With this numerical experiment, we tested the capability of the proposed techniques to capture a precise lowdimensional linear model C C from a training set F . Note that the approximation error is just one of the aspects that defines the performance of a thermal monitoring system, but it is often the critical one to have a precise thermal reconstruction.
Learning Individual Models for Temperature Distributions
When learning the model C C for a certain SoC under a given workload, it is fundamental to understand how difficult it is to learn C C reliably when a part of the training set is not available. In other words, we would like to evaluate the error caused by the use of incomplete training set F . Consider a training set F of M thermal maps and define A F a subset of bdMc randomly selected thermal distributions. Note that, the parameter d 2 ½0; 1 represents the percentage of thermal maps that we use for training. Then, we use A to train the linear model and we measure the approximation error on the entire dataset F . Note that when d ¼ 0 it is impossible to learn the model and it is easier for increasing values of d.
For each dataset F , we fix K and test the performance of the PCA for a varying value of d. We measure the performance reduction as the ratio rðdÞ between the approximation error obtained while learning with the reduced training set, denoted as ðdÞ, and the approximation error with an entire training set, denoted as . More precisely, we define such ration as rðdÞ ¼ 10 log 10 ðdÞ : 
Fig . 3 . Approximation errors as a function of the number of parameters K of the linear model C C for each dataset. The shaded area bounds the 5th and the 95th percentile of the approximation error of the estimated thermal distributions for each dataset. First, note that PCA is always the optimal model and the significant performance gap compared to the DCT one. This is not surprising since the DCT model has fewer degrees of freedom. Second, we underline that the difficulty of learning the model depends on the complexity of the dataset. For example, Dataset 1 describes the thermal distributions for a sorting algorithm that cannot be implemented in a parallel fashion. Such thermal distributions are extremely heterogeneous and harder to represents with a linear model, leading to a higher approximation error compared to the other two datasets. Third, the variation for Dataset 2 is significantly higher due to the random nature of the workload.
When rðdÞ is close to one, the performance of the model is not significantly impacted by the lack of data; the lower the value, the higher the sensitivity of the model to the lack of training data. The results are given in Fig. 4 , where we note that for each dataset, a subset of 1 percent of randomly selected thermal distributions is enough to have rðdÞ close to one. Therefore, having a non-exhaustive dataset is in general not critical to successfully learn the PCA model. In the next section, we further strengthen our result by showing that random power traces on a realistic floorplan are sufficient to learn a reliable model C.
Learning with Random Workloads
While designing an SoC and its thermal monitoring system, we may not yet know the workload. It would be then impossible to optimize the model and the sensor placement. Here, we show that actually we do not need the powertraces. In particular, we can use the randomly generated ones while maintaining reasonably good performance.
In an ideal scenario, we know exactly the thermal distributions set F generated by the expected workload. Assume that bdMc thermal distributions of F are not known, where d is defined as in Section 4.3. We replace the missing thermal distributions with the ones obtained using random power traces, such as the ones generated for the first dataset. We would like to measure the loss of precision of the learned model due to the increasing use of random data. Again, we use the cost function defined in (9) and the results are given in Fig. 5 . While a certain loss of precision can be observed, it is extremely limited. Moreover, if we consider to train the model exclusively with the thermal distributions generated by random power-traces, that is d ! 0, then the reconstruction error is of the same order of magnitude, that is rðdÞ < 10. Our result indicates the possibility to learn the model and place the sensors without knowing the expected workload, it suffices to use a random one.
Reconstruction Error Comparison between Different Approximation Models
The approximation error defines the quality of the model but it is not the only merit figure. Once we place the sensors, the reconstruction error may significantly vary due to the conditioning of the inverse problem (2) . Therefore, we compare the different models described in Section 3.2 according to their reconstruction error for different amounts of sensors. We test each model for K ¼ f4; 6; 8; . . . ; 16g and L ¼ f4; 6; 8; . . . ; 16g. Note that if K decreases, it is easier to estimate the parameters but then the approximation error increases. On the other hand, if K increases it is harder to estimate the parameters a a but the model C C is more precise. The choice of the optimal K is not trivial and we perform a search over the parameter space. More precisely, for each L and each model, we measure the minimum reconstruction error obtained w.r.t. the varying model complexity K.
The results are given in Fig. 6 , where we note that the PCA is the best model in terms of reconstruction error. Moreover, the advantage of the PCA w.r.t. the DCT in terms of approximation error is maintained in terms of reconstruction error. Therefore, according to our experiments, the PCA is the technique generating the model with the best approximation and reconstruction error.
Performance Comparison between Sensor Placement Algorithms
As we have already mentioned, there are many parameters impacting the performance of a thermal monitoring system, such as the number of parameters, the chosen model and the reconstruction technique. Here, we would like to compare the quality of different sensor placement algorithms while maintaining all other parameters fixed. Therefore, we choose as a linear model the one optimized using the PCA. Then, we optimize the sensor placement Fig. 4 . Quality of the linear model learned by the PCA, when only a random part of the training set is available. We measure the quality using the cost function (9) . Note that if rðdÞ ¼ 1, there is no loss of precision and if rðdÞ < 10 the reconstruction errors have the same order of magnitude w.r.t. the model learned by an exact and complete dataset. These results indicate that the quality of the model is not severely impacted by imprecise or incomplete training sets A. Fig. 5 . Quality of the linear model learned by PCA, when only a random part of the training set is exact, and the other one is produced by random power traces. We measure the quality using the cost function (9) . Note that if rðdÞ ¼ 1, there is no loss of precision and if rðdÞ < 10 the reconstruction errors have the same order of magnitude w.r.t. the model learned by an exact and complete dataset. Even in the worst case scenario, the approximation error is of the same order of magnitude w.r.t. the optimal one. using a few algorithms from the literature and measure the reconstruction error. For each algorithm, the reconstruction error is computed for different errors of L and K, and for each L we pick the minimum value achieved w.r.t. the number of parameters K.
We tested three algorithms:
FrameSense, based on our theoretical results [16] , a method based on the coherence of the measurements, that we proposed in [14] for the thermal monitoring problem, the information-theoretic approach described in [15] , that maximizes the information collected by the sensors, the energy-center allocation method proposed in [11] , that places the sensors where the temporal energy of the temperature distribution is higher. Note that these algorithms have been designed to optimize the sensor placement for different scenarios and models. However, the proposed experiment is interesting to compare these algorithms when all other parameters are fixed.
The results for the three considered dataset are shown in Fig. 7 , where we note that FrameSense is significantly better than the other algorithms for almost every L.
Performance Comparison between Thermal Monitoring Techniques
In the previous experiment, we compared the performance of the sensor placement algorithms when using the linear model C C. As we previously mentioned, the results are interesting and informative but they cannot be considered as a global measure of the different sensor placement algorithms because most of the algorithms are designed to work jointly with a specific reconstruction model, that may be significantly different from the considered linear one. Therefore, we compare the following three thermal monitoring techniques: our proposed method that is based on a linear model optimized using the PCA and FrameSense as sensor placement algorithm. This is an improved version of the algorithm described in [14] ; in particular, FrameSense has been proved to be theoretically near-optimal, the thermal monitoring approach based on spectral methods described in [11] , that uses a DCT-based linear model and the energy-center algorithm previously described, the information-theoretic method proposed in [15] , that uses the correlation matrix S f f and an entropybased algorithm to recover the thermal distributions. Each technique is composed by a sensor placement algorithm, a model for the temperature distributions and a reconstruction algorithm.
In this experiment, we vary the number of sensors S ¼ f4; 5; . . . ; 23; 24g and the number of parameters K ¼ f4; 5; . . . ; 23; 24g. We added some noise to the measured values in the form of i.i.d. random Gaussian variables with variance s 2 ¼ 4 C to simulate the presence of measurement errors. Then, for each L we picked the minimum reconstruction error achieved across all possible values of K. The results are Fig. 6 . Reconstruction errors as a function of the number of sensors S of the linear model C C for each dataset using FrameSense as a sensor placement algorithm. The shaded area bounds the 5th and the 95th percentile of the reconstruction error for the different models. First, note that the PCA is always the optimal model and the significant performance gap compared to the DCT one. Such a gap is around or larger than 10 dB meaning that the reconstruction error of the PCA model is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the one of the DCT model. Second, we underline how homogeneous thermal distributions, such as the ones generated by the extremely parallel workload of Dataset 0, are easier to reconstruct. Fig. 7 . Comparison of the reconstruction error between different sensor placement algorithms when C is optimized using the PCA. Note that the number of parameters K is optimized by a local search independently for each value of the number of sensors L. We underline how FrameSense always generates a sensor placement that is either optimal or close to the optimal value for every L.
shown in Fig. 8 where we note that for a small number of sensors, i.e. S < 10, the performance of our proposed method and information-theoretic method are similar. However, the gap between the two methods increases with K in favor of FrameSense. Therefore, FrameSense with the PCA linear model achieves the optimal performance. Note that the spectral method is significantly worse than the other two methods, but this is not surprising given the use of a DCT basis, that cannot be deeply optimized. A set of thermal maps reconstructed by the different methods is given in Fig. 9 , where we considered S ¼ 24 sensors, K ¼ 8 parameters and a noise with variance s 2 ¼ 4. Note how the proposed method outperforms the others in terms of precision.
Another interesting aspect is the role of the lowdimensional model C C as a regularization mitigating the measurement noise. In fact, when using the PCA model and FrameSense and if the number of sensors is sufficiently high, the reconstructed thermal distributions have a lower error level w.r.t. the noise in the measurements collected by the sensors.
COMPARISON OF THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
As a conclusive part of the numerical experiments, we would like to analyze the computational complexity and the memory cost of the different reconstruction methods.
Note that we do not analyze such costs for the sensor placement algorithms because it is an off-line procedure and its costs are generally not critical. Fig. 8 . Comparison of the reconstruction error between different thermal monitoring techniques when noise is perturbing the measurements. We considered an i.i.d. Gaussian noise with variance s 2 ¼ 4 C, a reasonable value according to the literature [23] . Note that our proposed method based on the PCA model and FrameSense as a sensor placement algorithm always achieves the lowest reconstruction error. For example, if we consider S ¼ 16 sensors we reduce the reconstruction error by 42 percent when compared to the spectral method. The achieved error is even lower than the noise level, due to the regularization induced by the low-dimensional subspace C C. For each row, we picked the worst-case thermal distribution for each technique. The column represent the original distribution, the noisy one and the three reconstruction with the different techniques, respectively. The colormap has been fixed and is the same for each plot; dark blue is 35 C, while red is 55 C. First, the proposed method, that is shown in the third column, reconstructs a thermal distribution that is always closer to the real one than the state of the art. Second, the spectral method tends to over-smooth the reconstructed thermal distribution due to the low-pass assumption. Third, we note how the information-theoretic method is very sensitive to noise due to the lack of regularization. As a concluding remark, the bordering effect that is often noticeable is due to the independent analysis of each cluster, as explained in Section 4.1. The two cost refer to two opposite reconstruction strategies. The first one assumes that we store the estimation matrix given in (3); the second one assumes that we store just he coefficients and compute the matrix C CC C L þ at run-time.
The analysis is summarized in Table 2 . First, we note that the only significant difference regards the memory cost of the methods. In particular, the Spectral method does not need to store an entire matrix C C L because the coefficients are usually stored in the system. However, if we choose to not to store the matrix but just the indexes of the sensor positions and of the chosen components, we need to compute the matrix multiplication (3) and the pseudo-inverse of C C L at run-time, resulting in a significantly higher computational cost.
Therefore, the benefits of the DCT models are extremely limited and we indicate the PCA model to be the optimal one for the thermal monitoring applications.
These considerations are confirmed when we look at the feasibility of a run-time implementation of the proposed algorithms in the considered architecture. Let us consider thermal maps with a resolution of 28 Â 20 measured by 16 sensors. Then, the execution of Algorithm 1 in the P2012 many-core platform only implies less than a 5 percent overhead in the total execution time (in case of computing the thermal profile in the range of 100 ms) just using one core in P2012, thus a really negligible amount in the case of the global execution in the P2012 platform containing four 16-processor clusters [8] .
As a conclusive remark, we underline that part of the computational complexity of the thermal reconstruction can be mitigated if we merge such operation within the workload optimization. We describe the details of such an idea in Appendix B.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed a framework to optimally reconstruct thermal maps of many-core SoC using a small number of sensors. We defined an optimal approximation of thermal maps to reduce the number of parameters to estimate, without loosing precision. We reconstructed the thermal maps using a least square approach and we exposed the critical role of the sensor location for the quality of the thermal monitoring. We concluded proposing a greedy sensor allocation algorithm that minimizes the reconstruction error by minimizing a proxy function, namely the frame potential. The sensor placement algorithm improves the coherence-based one we previously proposed [14] and is inspired by the recent theoretical findings described in [16] .
We compared the proposed method against two algorithms among the state of the art, namely the informationtheoretic method [15] and the spectral method [11] . We demonstrated the higher fidelity of our reconstruction using a smaller number of sensors. We showed how the proposed reconstruction algorithm is more stable w.r.t. the noise introduced by the electronics or by sensor calibration inaccuracies, thanks to the regularization imposed by the linear model C C.
Moreover, we investigated the challenges surrounding the learning and the optimization of the linear model C C, one of the main critical points of the framework. We showed that a training set formed by an incomplete collection of thermal distributions is enough to learn a precise model C C. We remarked that even a training set generated by random power traces leads to a reasonably good model. Note that such discovery has a great potential, since it allows the design of thermal monitoring systems without knowing precisely the workload of the SoC.
APPENDIX
A. Reconstruction Error Characterization Proposition 1. Consider a thermal map f f 2 R N , a given linear model C C 2 R NÂK and sensor placement L. Then, the reconstructed thermal map is equal to
where v v L is the measurement noise and L ¼ f f L À e f f L is the approximation error due to the linear model C C. Assume that v v L is modeled as a vector of i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with variance s 2 and that C C L has rank K, then we can bound the reconstruction error as
where i is the ith eigenvalue of the operator
Proof. First, we note that we have two independent components in the error: the white noise generated during the measurement of the temperature and the approximation error due to the linear model C C. Given their independence, we analyze them separately.
For the Gaussian part, we use a known result [16] to obtain the first component of (11) . For the approximation error, we have to consider it twice. First, when we reconstruct the thermal map, such an approximation error is amplified by the projection onto spanðC CÞ. The worst case scenario being the approximation error aligned with the eigenvalue with K , the smallest eigenvalue of ðC C L Ã C C L Þ. Second, by assumption our reconstruction lies on the subspace spanned by C C, therefore we must add , leading to the ð1 þ The main possible drawback of a linear model based on the PCA is the occupation in memory and its computational cost. In fact, consider the
we are supposed to store Q Q and to compute a matrix-vector multiplication with it to estimate the current thermal distribution. Note that N can be quite a large number, being the resolution of the estimated thermal distribution, and the cost in terms of memory and computational power is significant. Such cost is unavoidable if our target is to actually estimate the thermal distribution. However, in most of the applications of thermal monitoring we aim at controlling of the temperature. That is, we generally aim at solving a control problem similar to the following one, where P ðw wÞ is a cost function representing the performance of the system, w w is the optimized workload, f f is the temperature, t max is the maximum allowed temperature and jD Df fj d max represents the maximum gradient allowed for the thermal distribution. Note that there could be more constraints and a different cost function, but such changes would not invalidate the following observations. Note that we can generalize the temperature constraints as, B Bf f a a; (12) where B B is a linear operator that generalizes the previous constraints. Solving an optimization problem with the constraint defined as (12) clearly requires the temperature of the die, and therefore the computation and the storing of the matrix C C. However, the recovery of the coefficients a a is sufficient, since we can rewrite the constraint as C Ca a a a;
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